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material changes, political or economic; these have in fact
been exaggerated at times and are anyhow but the symptoms
of a psychological and spiritual change. What is it then ? The
Revolution is the inrush of deliberate conscious -pur-pose into
human affairs ; it marks the end of the irrational and instinctive
and its supersession by the rational and conscious—a great
advance in human history. Further be it noted that this inrush
of the conscious in French affairs is not, by its very nature, a
local, national event, but is inevitably world-wide; it is the
discovery of a universal principle. In discovering and stating
such a universal principle France fulfilled the destiny of every
great nation, which is, to create the universal at the risk, some-
times at the cost, of national existence: Judaea, Greece, Italy,
went through centuries of humiliation and national death as
the price of having created something unique on which the
whole world lives and thrives: a nation that creates universal
values becomes thereby both less and more than a nation. . . .
However," adds Renan, " the work of France having been
less great and less universal than that of Judaea, Greece or
Italy, its results have proved less lasting and the shock to her
political system less serious. Curiously enough, France failed
in her immediate aim, the setting up of political liberty in a
just society; having set out to establish this, she has been
caught up and left behind by others, becoming forced as it
were to go to school under the tuition of those she considered
as backward people,7'
Renan puts down this failure to French ignorance of the
conditions of national and human existence, to neglect of
the rules of modern freedom. This is true, but he fails to see the
essential cause of this ignorance, although it is clearly implicit
in the principle he enunciated: France failed because in her
desire to safeguard national values she deliberately sacrificed the
universal principles she was first in endeavouring to formulate:
freedom and justice were sacrificed to security, and France
refused to take for herself the risks involved in the principles
and ideals she was proclaiming to mankind.
Thisjs, however, a digression. "This, new consciousness
in political development marks," says Renan, " an evolution in
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